Pattern Trader Pro
Installation and Setup Instructions
Disclaimer and Risk Warnings

Trading any financial market involves risk. The content of this e-book, its various associated websites and all related correspondence are neither a solicitation nor an offer to purchase or sell any financial instrument.

Although every attempt has been made to assure accuracy, we do not give any express or implied warranty as to its accuracy. We do not accept any liability for error or omission. Examples are provided for illustrative and educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or strategy.

No representation is being made that any account or trader will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in this e-book. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

By purchasing the software, subscribing to our mailing list or using the website you will be deemed to have accepted these terms in full.

The Pattern Trader Pro Team, their representatives and associates do not and cannot give investment advice.

We endeavor to ensure that related websites are available 24 hours per day but we cannot be held liable if, for any reason, a site is unavailable.

The information provided in this e-book is not intended for distribution to, or for use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject us to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country.

There are numerous factors related to the market in general and to the implementation of any specific trading program, which cannot be fully accounted for in the future of performance results, all of which can adversely affect actual trading results.

We reserve the right to change these terms and conditions without notice. You can check for updates to this disclaimer at any time without notification.

The content of this e-book and all related websites and correspondence are copyright and may not be copied or reproduced.

U.S. Government Required Disclaimer

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Futures and Options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the FOREX, futures and options markets. The past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.
Please read before you begin...

Operating System Notes (if using your Home Computer to trade):

1. Make sure your computer system is running smoothly.
2. Your anti-virus or firewall may give a false flag and block the Pattern Trader Pro software due to its need to connect to an outside network. You can set it to ignore that.
3. Make sure you have a stable internet connection.
4. You must be running with Administrator privileges or with UAC disabled. Simply right click Meta trader then click Run As Administrator if there is an issue with installation and rights.

Recommendations:

There are a few recommendations that will help you get the maximum performance from Pattern Trader Pro. They are of course optional, but please consider following them.

You will need a Forex broker to trade with Pattern Trader Pro:

[Click Here for Recommended Forex Brokers](install Meta Trader 4 provided by them)

You should use a virtual private server - learn more about it here:

[Click Here for Recommended VPS](

Have someone else install and setup everything for you:

[Click Here to Hire a Specialist to connect to your PC or VPS and get you setup](
Don’t Forget to Activate Pattern Trader Pro

In members area you must activate the Pattern Trader Pro software using the Activate Now link button.

This will allow you to set the account number you will install Pattern Trader Pro on. Don’t worry you can come back to the page anytime and activate it again if you need to switch accounts.

Link to members area: [Click here to go to members area](#)

When you have completed activation of the software, it will give you an **ID number** you will need that number to input into the trading systems settings under **ID**.

This is **NOT** your receipt, but an **ID number** that is given to you after activation.
Setting Your Account Risk

By default, the account risk is set at about 15% of your account size. In some cases, it may often risk less than that, but that is about the max risk setting that will be used.

If you want to change the risk, there are two recommended options for you. You can either used FIXED LOT SIZE or adjust the MAX RISK.

To lower the risk percentage or raise it from the default of 15% you can simply change the MaximumRisk setting to whatever percentage you prefer (we will cover where to edit settings further in the manual).

If you prefer Fixed Lot Size. You will need to change Calculate Lots Mode to Fixed Lot, then under CustomLotSize setting, put the Lot Size you wish for the system to trade with.

To edit settings, keep reading this manual, it is all explained.
Does Your Broker Use A Pair Suffix?

If your broker uses a Suffix at the end of a pair, you will need to set this in the settings.

For example, some brokers have a pair named like this: EURUSDecn, EURUSDx, EURUSD.xp, or any other combination.

If this is the case, you need to put the ending suffix into PairSuffix under settings, that would be ecn or x or .xp, for the examples above.

Please keep reading for instructions on how to access settings to set this.
Install Pattern Trader Pro

1. Double click PatternTraderPro_Setup file that included with this manual to start the installation. Make you installed Meta Trader 4 from your broker first.
2. Click the Next > button.
3. Please read the terms and conditions, click I accept, then click Next >.
4. Click Browse, then select the folder that your Meta Trader 4 is installed to. Most copies are found in Program Files under C:\ drive and has Meta Trader 4 within the name. But on some occasions, it may be installed to your C:\ drive only, then click Next >.
5. Click Next >.
6. If you do not have VC++ Redistributable installed, then please leave it checked, it will automatically install it, and click Next.
7. Next click Install.
8. Click Next >.
9. Click Finish and Meta Trader will open.
Setting Up Pattern Trader Pro

Once Meta Trader 4 opens, look on the left for Market Watch. It will show a listing of Pairs. Right click in the box and click SHOW ALL.

Now right click EURUSD and click Chart Window. You should see a chart that looks like this, no need to change the timeframe if you must pick a timeframe set it to H1.

DO NOT PUT IT ON ANY OTHER PAIRS, IF YOU DO YOU WILL GET DUPLICATE TRADES – IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY TRADE ALL SUPPORTED PAIRS...
Make sure the Expert Advisors button on the top of the screen is pressed in and green. If not, then click it. It may also say Automated Trading and will look something like this...

![Expert Advisors button pressed in green]

Click **TOOLS** at top of the platform, then click **OPTIONS**, then click **EXPERT ADVISORS**. And make sure the checkmarks match below.

![Options dialog with checkmarks]

---
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On the left side, look for the **Navigator** box. Click the [+ ] sign next to the Expert Advisors text.

![Navigator Box](image)

In the list look for **Pattern Trader Pro**. Click it, hold, and drag it to the **EURUSD chart** that you opened on the right side.

After dragging the software to the chart, the following box will appear showing the Common tab, make sure all the checks match the box shown below, if not, please check them so they do match, next click **Inputs**:

![Inputs Box](image)
Once you have clicked Input, there will be many settings you can adjust.

For most of the settings, **default is HIGHLY recommended**, please only change ID for activation, the risk if necessary, and PairSuffix if necessary.

An explanation for some of the settings are below. If not mentioned it is recommended to not change the setting and ignore them.

**ID** – After activating your software in members area you will receive a unique ID number you will need to enter it in this box for the EA to work.

**CalculateLotsMode** – Set this to Fixed Lots for setting your own lot size or Percent from Balance to use a max risk percentage.

**Maximum Risk** – This is the percentage of your account you want to risk max in a trade, it will more often than not risk much less than this.

**CustomLotSize** – This is the Fixed Lot size you want to use if you choose Fixed Lots.

**EnableMarketStatus** - By default this is TRUE, if TRUE it will turn off the system when market is closed based on broker time. For some brokers the timings may be off as in market can open and the system won’t start for an hour, in this case you can set this FALSE, and it will leave it running always.

**PairSuffix** – If your EURUSD pair has a suffix, like this... EURUSD.xp or EURUSDx you will need to put that suffix in PairSuffix setting. For example: .xp or x
WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED ADJUSTING ANY NECESSARY SETTINGS, CLICK OKAY AND THE SOFTWARE WILL LOAD UP ON THE CHART... LET IT RUN 24 / 7.

**Note:** The software may show warnings or say trades are out of range. If there are any trades out of range you can ignore that. For warnings, such as cannot find currency pairs, then you will need to make corrections as you may have missed an instruction in this manual. Feel free to email support@leapfx.com if you need assistance.